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CHAPTER IV  

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 

 

This chapter is divided in to two parts. They are conclusion and 

suggestion. The conclusion deals with the result of the research about the 

cultural values in relation to Madurese culture in Bush’s Encanto Movie. The 

suggestions contain about some suggestion for the other researcher and 

readers, or the next researchers.  

A. Conclusion 

After analyzing the data that was taken from Encanto movie by Bush 

in the previous chapter, where the data analyzed based on the use of 

Islamic ethical value on the movie. As stated in chapter 1, the researcher 

focuses to be answered in this study.  

Based on the discussion, the answer to the problem of the study that 

what kinds of cultural values are found on “Encanto” movie, and also how 

do the cultural values that found in Encanto movie related to the Madurese 

culture. 

1. The Cultural Values That Contained in Bush’s Encanto Movie 

There are 3 kinds of concept of cultural values that researcher found 

in Encanto movie, there are symbol, hero, and ritual. The researcher 

found three each in each concept used, so the researcher found 15 data 

from Encanto movie. The researcher found cultural values that related 

to Madurese culture. So, there’s 15 kinds of concept cultural values 

with the relating to Madurese culture 
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2. The cultural values relate to Madurese culture in Bush’s Encanto 

Movie 

The researcher found how the characters can perform cultural values 

in this movie by analyzed the dialogue and physical appearance that 

performed in the movie. So, the researcher can find the relating 

cultural values between the Encanto movie and the Madurese culture. 

Based on the researchers’ point on view wherever we are, we will 

find a cultural similarity, because they move like the invisible wind 

and do not know who started first. So, there are some similarities 

between Madurese culture and Encanto movie because a film is not 

just mad, the director must find a city that is the inspiration for their 

movie. Therefore, there are some similarities with Madurese culture. 

B. Suggestion 

Based on the conclusion above, after completing the analysis of 

cultural values in relation to Madurese culture in Bush’s Encanto movie, it 

can be alternative way to learn about cultural values. There are some 

points are recommended for: 

1. For students, this research can be guidance to improving knowledge 

about cultural values, including about how we see each cultural values 

in our every activity, especially in our country. Nowadays, cultural 

values destroyed by pop culture, perhaps with this study the students 

can understand with their culture. 
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2. For the next researchers, this study can be an inspiration and 

secondary data to the other researcher who interest to conduct the 

same topic that relevant with cultural values in another movies.  

  


